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1n November 1973, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
[NASA) asked the National Academy of Engineering to conduct a summer study
of future applications of space syst^lms, with particular emphasis on practical
approaches, taking into consideration socioeGanomic benefits. NASA asked that
the study also consider haw these ;^.pplications would influence ar be influenced
by the Space Shuttle System, the principal space txansportatiar^ system of the
1980'x. In December 2973, the Acr3demy agreed to perform the study and assigned
the task to the Space Applicatio:fs Board (SAB) .

Tn the stammers of 1957 aid 1968, the National Academy of Sciences had
convened a group of eminent scientists and engineers to determine what research
and development was necessary to permit the exploitation of useful applications
of earth-oriented satellites. The SA$ concluded that since the NAS study,
operational weather and communications satellites and the successful first
year of use of the experimental Earth Resources Technology Satellite had deman-
strated conclusively a technological capability that could form a foundation
for expanding the useful applications of space-derived information and services,
and that it was now necessary to obtain, from abroad cross-section of potential.
users, new ideas and needs that might gui • the development of mature space
systems for practical applicationx.

After discussions with NASA and other interested federal aeencies,
it was agreed that a major aim of the "summer study" should be to evolve,
and to attempt to understand the needs af, resource managers and o •i:er decision--
makers who had as yet only considered space -systems as experimental rather
than as useful elements of major day-ta-day operational information and service
systems. Under the general direction of the-SAB, then, a representative group
of users and potential users conducted an intensive two-week study to define
uxer needs that might be met by information or services derived from eaxth-
arbiting satellites. `Phis work was done in July 1974 at 5nowmass, Colorado.

For the study, name user^orienfed panels were formed, comprised of present
cr potential public and private users, ir^c].uding businessmen, state and local
government officials, resource managers, and other decision-makers. A ntunber

*Effective July ]., 1974, the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering reorganized the National Research Councirt. into-eight
assemblies and cn^mnissions. A11 National Academy of Engineering program units,
including the SAB., became the Assembly of Engineering.
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of scientists and technologists also participated, functioning essentially
as expert consultants. The assignment made to the panels included re^^iewing
progress in space applications since the NAS study of 1965* and defining usex
needs potAntially capable of being met by space-system applications. User
specialists, drawn from federal, state, and local governments and from business
and industry, were impaneled in the following field::

Panel l: j+leather and Climate
Panel 2: Uses of Communicat::^ons
Panel 3: Land Use Planning
Panel 4: Agriculture, Foxes t, and Range
Panel 5: Inland Water Resottrc,es
Panel 6: Extractable Reso.^rces
Panel 7: Environmental. Quality
Panel S: Marine and Maritime Uses
Pa^-^el 9: Materials Processing in Space

In addition, to study the socioeconomic benefits, the influence of tech-
nolagy, and the interface with. space transportation systems, the following
panels (termed interactive panels) were convened:

Panel lQ: Institutional Arrangements
Panel. ll: Costs and Benefits
Panel 12: 5p ace Transportation
Panel 13: Information Sexvicrs and Information Processing
Panel l4: Technology

As a b axis for their deliberations, the latter groups used needs expressed.
by the usex panels.. A substantial amount of interaction with the user panes
was designed into the study plan and was found to be both desirable and necds--
s ary.

The major part of the study was accomplished by the panels. The fiulction
of the SAB was to review the work of the panels., to evaluate-their findings,
and to derive from theix work an integrated set. of major canclusior^s :^.nd recnm-
mendations. The Baaxd's findings, which include certain sinificant recommen-
dations from the panel reports, as well as more general ones arrived at by
considering the work of the study as a whole, are contained in a report pre-
pared by the Board.**

It should be emphasized that the study was not designed to make detailed
assessments of all of the factors which should be considered in establishing
priorities. Tn some cases, far- example, options other than space systems fox
accomplishing the same objectives may need to be assessed; requirements for

*National Research Council. Useful App Zica^ians of Earth-Oriented Sa^elli des,
Report of the Centr^aZ Revier^ Comrrrittee. National Academy of Sei:ences,
ti4ashingtan, D.G., 1969.
*Space Applications Board, National Research Gouncil. Px^aeticaZ AppZica^ions
of Space Sx^stems. National Academy of Sciences, {Vashington, U.G., .1975.
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institutional or organizational support may need to be appraised; multiple
uses of systems may need to be evaluated to achieve the most efficient and
economic returns. In same cases, analyses of costs and benefits will be
needed. In this connection, specific cost-benefit studies were not conducted
as apart of the two-week study. Recommendations for certain such analyses,
however, appear in the Baaxd's report, together with recommendations desi^.ed
to pxovi.de an improved basis upon which to make cost-benefit assessments.

Iri sum, -the study was designed to provide an opportunity for knowledgeable
and experienced users, expert in their fields, to express their ^.eeds fox
information or services which might (or might not} be met by space systems,
and to relate the present and potential capabilities of space systems to their
needs. The study did net attempt to examine in detail the scientific, techni-
cal, or economic bases for -the needs expressed by the users.

The SAB was impressed by the quality of the panels' work and has asked
that their reports be made available as supporting documents fox the Board's
report. 4+Ihile the Board is in general accord with, the panel reports, it does
not necessarily endorse them in every detail.

The conclusions and recommendations of this panel report should be con-
sidered within the context of the report prepared by the Space Applications
Board. The views presented in the panel report represent the general consensus
of the panel. Some individual members of the panel may not agree with every
conclusion or recommendation contained in the report.
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SCOPE

The Panel on Agriculture, Forest, and Range has developed a conceptual

i

^
!` plan for a satellite remote-sensa.ng glo^aal information systems which in3:ght ^e

achieved within the 1985..«9D perzoda	 It ^.s envisioned that this system will
^^ have the capability to provide timely and pertinent data to any user,. an}where

_

in the world, who has need of information about pres^:nt and potential agrieul-
tural lands, cultivated crops, forests, and rangelands. 	 Particular. attention

i

is
is given to the type o£ valuable information about vegetative, Iand, and ^aater
resources that can be derived from this system on a local to a global scale.

'.^

APRRaAGH
5`

{ The first task of the Panel was to review the recommer_dations made by the ''
Forestry-Agriculture-Geography Panel of the 19fi 7-b8 summer study on s^,ace appli- `'`i
cations."	 The Panel then examined the progress which has been made since l96$ '`^
in the application of aerospace sensing to agriculture, foxestry, and range
management and research. 	 Special attention was given to the accom^ ►lishments an d
deficiencies o£ the ERTS experiments.	 (ERTS has since been renamed TsANDSAT.) _,

r' The Panel developed a basic {but not exhaustive) array of possib3.e applica-

t
tions of remote-sensing systems to agriculture, forest, and range. and defined '^
potential benefits to be derived from the technology. 	 The next step Vras the cor^-
ceptualizatio^. of aremote--sensing global information system with the capability
of servicz,ng agriculture, forest, and range on a local to a global scale with
timely, usable, and frequently updated information about vegetative, land; and
Water re5^itrCes.

^^ Fa.nally, tY:e Panel developed a logical sequence of events which must occur ^-_
and/or requirements which must be fulfilled if the goal of aremote-sensing glaba.l ,`	 "^

- information system is to be achieved.	 These events and requirements include:
(1) a continuous £IoU^ ^£ satellite data, (2) a continuing research and development -

r *National Research Council. 	 Useful AppZicatians of Ear^h^Orien^ed Sa^^lZ2^esr ^	 ,;
Repax^ an ^orestru-Arr^2^t,:^ cu•e-Geagrap^itJ. , {Panel 1) .	 National Academy o^
Sciences, 44ashington, D.G., 1969. ^
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^; FRCG^ZESS SINCE THE 196.7=68 STUDY

t

^ 3	 _>.},
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ftEC0IvA41ENDATIONS OF TI-i^ 1967-68 STUI]Y PAiVEL

).
^	 3

.,

The Fbxest^y-Agriculture=Geography Panel. zn 79fi7-G8 recQg^ •ized the ^eas^b^:l- ,
t ity and. need £or utilizing space technology to.colleet earth resources data b

remote sensing fox	 _ ^	 ,	 i
n

"Inventory and productivity evaluatian o£ the world's ^o:ad;,
fiber .and other.. natural resources ^

"Assessment n^ enviro^imental conditions and o^ man-environment

,^

r, interactions."

a

T^: recormnended a pxogra^i that t^aul.d '^

r 'Provide the ear^.iest posszb3.e benefz. •^s, by initia:^a.ng opera-
^! bans in appropriate airera:ft and spacecraft,with state=of-the-
G' art sensors; to deliver earth-resources da •^a to s^il:led in -•ter-' ''

{^	 ;,:^! pxete^s and analysts, in existing organizations;

^, -	 "Provide optry;num: long--term laenefits, by iz3:i:tiating appropxate
:;

,;
t RED ptagrams •^o improve. the, abila.ty and eapabili^y Lo obta^.n
^' anc^ interpret greater :quantit^.es and b:e-t^te^r qua].^.tzes of.;da^a;

AccofEi 1.sh the ste s a"	 p	 p	 bone a^ an acceptable budgetary level <;^+:E
^. and.. tivithin a reasonable time-frame."

_.
t

^;j It further recommended

^̂ ;̂

,.

"..: that plannang,. , with apprapxaate check-points, he initiated
'	 1

r ' far the evo:lt^.t^aii: of that "early ' ^satexl^te^aircraft] system to .: ,̂
s^' a substantially: bxaader system, usS.ia.g more sophisticate. sensors, Y
^ over a period ^f the -_next 3:Q--12 years.. 	 Responsibility for the' `.
^ ,̂.^e	 .
^,,

^	 :b
,;

^^
^

^^ores•^r^ Agz^zcu^^ur^-^eagr^aphy Panel Report` {1969) , p: ^.
,_	 ,.

i.	 d
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p^.ann3ng and coorda.nat^.on is a critical element of tha.s pro--
gram, the respoiisibi.^3.ty should be assigned early and sItaul`d
be clearly. def^.necl,"

The 1967-68 Panel recognized ^ha^

"The .broad f^.eld of earth resources offers a r^.eh potential
far new understanding through----and uses for--the apg3.`^.ca^ion
o£. remote--sensing. -and data--handling teehn^:ques . Research a.n
these areas is` essential to education and training, and to the
development o^ future systems."

'^

;_

::;,.^

:^

t

;.. ^

;!

^:

's

It rec.oinmended

".. , sigr^i.fcant e^cpansion of the greserst broad.-scope. research
program."

'THE ERA'S PRQGRAM

The resu^.ts of -the federa^3: research and 'development pragxams instituted and.
carried forward since 196.8 have confirmed the'soundness and farsightedness of the "^''
recommendatio^is contained in the .196'7-6$ study xepor-t.

An Earth ,:Resources. Technology Satellite (ERTS-1} was designed and. Launched
^.n July . 1972.	 The sensor system aas more advancEd than e that suggested by the
1907--68 study pane_ l .in that a ,multi-spectral scanner (MSS] arid. a data collection
system {g^S} were provided in aadition to the ^eturri.beai^ vdcon`senso^::(R.$V)
The A1SS and the DCS have operated successful^.y:	 Electrical power problems have '^
plagued the RBV system; as a`result; the main products of the observational
systems, have been :the.' mu^:ti-spectral dig^.tal tapes.:. and.,, the reconstituted black
acrd white ` anci colas images made- from theme.	 The RBU may be. used if'`the--MSS fads.

To evaluate these ..products, NASA an^> other ageric^.es and- institutions funded
about 3QD.domestic and foreign research investigators. 	 Com^nter-co;npatible tapes
and images were: r^tade..ava^:].able to investa,ga^ors and o^Ytexs through.., a NASA data
center at Goddard space F1iglit Centex and through a UST1I data center at `Sioux
Falls, South Dakota.	 Other dstribution`centers were recently estab^.isIied
through the USIA at. Salt Lalce City; t^tah, and through the Depart^nent of Commerce 1

s; at 5uitland, Maryland.
^' A review of the research reports of these invest^.gators Yias red us -^o can- `^^

dude that exgerznients to accomplish-many tasks . important to the management of
^= - agricultural, forest, _arid range resources have been ^znusually sucaessfuI'. ''
{p-	 - ^.mportant ea^gerzmental _successes zirclude :

i Identif.;:cation of _crops and of broad types of :forest-and range- 	 _ ,:
^^̂, land vegetata.on,	 ..

-r- ;:.,.
I'

^^

:., 	 -

'..^.

^^
..	 ...

^^o^es^ry^Agrcu^^it^e-^gedgraph^ ParieZ Report {i969.) ? p: 4. =,
.:'

',	 `	
4

.:...

`^
s,.

,::....
;.
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;? Identification of broad soil and^land-use.pat^erns in agricultural ^:>i

' Experimental detection an a. limited scale o£ severe crop_and forest -
damage due to stress [insects, diseasES, drought, fI.00d, and fire},

-.
,;

f .',	 .j
Estimation-for small. test.. plots of wheat acreage,. yield, -.and pro- i!

duction.by use a^ satellite data and a yie^:^ model incorporating' V'3
,; meteorological., data,	 _ °	 ^

Monitoring progress of crap harvests ^ small trial areas,

,,

=^

Tdentif^.cation of vege^atiVe ba:amass in rangeJ.arids permitting 1

eva^luata.on of range conditions,
... "i

Determination of irrigated:acreages, and
-

`^
^:.,

Monitoring irrigation reservoirs and-Live-stock water

r impoundments; ..

The great majority of the investigators were not equipped originally:fax S

computer analysis of ,the E4tTS d^:gital _tapes. 	 Many of the tasks were experi- ^
mentally perfo^ned by inanua.l interpretation o:f the recons^a.tuted ^.inages, 	 >As =`#_,
experience - .was gained. t,tith .data processing, computer-assi.stec^ statistical. analysis -
of the digitaltapss has emerged as the preferred method £ax extracting maximum
quantitative ^:nformation from the multi-spectra. sc^nn.er tapes. 	 Al_so,..computer-

P: assisted digital ana3:ys^.s' has permitted th y: registration o£ graiind^resolution .	 ;
zmits_.[^SQO mZ^ xecorded.in successiue passes of the satellite sa that temporal ^
changes in bhe scene - can.iie used ^o aid in'the identficat^.on task..,

Tn many ,o^ the ERTS research projects,.supplemental . data were cal].ected: ,.,
by field work an the ground and by Zoty-altitude or high^altatude aerial' lihoto'_ `	 t
gxaphy.	 Both large--scale and small--scale _aerial.. photography have proven ha:ghly,, -
useful and are likely to continue.	 However, advances in data products from

r future satellites af. the. ERTS-type-may be:expected -to dimin^.sh the need .fox
^

use of high-altitude [2Q kin to 30 kF^i) photography to supplement satellite data -	 ,^
in the analyses of il.S, production , areas.	 Tt appears- that lots=altit^ide a.exial
photography and obsez^cations will continue to be needed to aid in the intexpre- ` a

^ tatifln of satellite .data , ;Loy=-altitude aex^.al;-photography' zs. usual^.}r ava^.^.able, '.
' losail3c in the United States. 	 Tie 1967-68: study suggested the Hoed fora
.` federaZZy sponsored aircraft remotes:ens,ing system to-supplement satellite systems...
^^ Until satellite sensor resolution is improved, the need. continues,. espec^.ally in.

areas; of the world where `comme^eia]. aerial photagrapliy .sexvic^s are. unaitailable.;; Viet+red as a research and development effort thy: ERTS program has been
^; emznen^ly successful. 	 The e_ Cangres's, NASA, :.the° Department, of .th.e Tn•terior, the,, .,

^! Department: of P;gricuI:ture; and.. the Department of Commerce, and all other agencies,
{;

-,.	 ,.
institutions, and private -:companies:' who ha^r^: so d^Iigently coapera^ed. ^.n- phis -
pragxam.deserveour appreciation,

k The ERTS program rivals the? Apollo program do its impact on soc:iety t s view
r of they finiteness nf..the earths resources - and the fraga:lity of its ecosystems.- _̂	

;^, P.
^'

_	 -
`It also offers to society hope of a: basis'^a^ gathering sufficient and :carita;nirous	 ':. '

P. -,
i

'.	 '.

'.
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infoxmation, without political bias, an the status of food resaazrces and envir^n-
mental conditions and thus for pexmitting intelligent management of a constantly
changing support base fox mankind.

RESEARCH PROGRESS

The 196.7-68 study panel pointed out the need for an expanded program of
applied reseaxch in haxdware engineering and in applications and .systems develop-
ment to assure a proposed. System for Earth-Resources Information [SERI). It
recommended expansion of basic research in what was •Cexmed the sensor-signature
area defined as specifically needing "...reputable data far, and exploration af,
variations in emission and xeflectance properties of biological and physical
mate-!°zais ," ^

The development and successful performance of ERTS, the research funded
by NASA to prove its capabilities, and the development of a research pragxam to
inventory crops on a global scale and thus to demonstrate a large--scale applica- 	 '
Lion, are excellent examples of commendable performances in carxying out the
applications and haxdwaxe research, recommended by the 1967--68 study panel.

lie have not found satisfactory pertoxmance, however, in xesearch advances
in systems analysis and design of the proposed program nor in the area of basic
research on spectral properties of natuxal materials. Subjects for research in
the former area include work on cxop and natural vegetation geography, and an
design of the proposed System for Earth- Resources Infoxma^.ion. Basic research
is needed on spectral properties of major and minor economic crops, major types
of natural vegetation, soils, xocic types, water, and the variations a£ these
encountered on the earth.

Here again, the shortfall in research products is probably due to the
failure of federal agencies to invest sufficient funds in the earth resources
program and their failure to assign responsibility £or the development of an
operational system.

FUNDING LEVEL OP EARTH OBSERVATION PROGRAMS

The successes of ERT5 research programs have heightened interest in the
use of this new satellite technology on the part of state and regional agencies
and private industries with resource management responsibilities. However, as
anticipated by the 1967-b8 study panel, there is a severe scarcity of digital-
data. analysis facilities and trained personnel to help users explore applications
of the fu11 satellite technology. To relieve this and other constraints, the
1967-5b study panel recommended a higher level of funding than has yet been
achieved it the federal program, the early institution of an opexational system,
and the formation or designation of an agency responsible far budgetary planning
and execution.

The early success of the satellite meteorological program is due in large
part to the development of an opexational group [NOAA) within a single government

^Fnrestxy--AgricuZtur^e--Geogx^aph^ Panel Report (1969) , p. 33.
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L agency (the Department of Commerce) with responsibilities far budgetary planning
and ma^tagement. Organization of a comparable earth resources satellite program
is much more complex in that many agencies of the federal government are already
involved in managing and regulating the nation's natural and cultural resources.

^Ve realize that it is only in the Iasi l8 months that ERTS capabilities
have been experimentally proven. Harrever, eve believe that the absence of budget-
ary acid planning responsibilities for an operational satellite a.s already retard-
ing progress in the evolution of the remote lens-ing information system envisioned
by the 1967-68 study. Fox example, delays have been experienced in

Development qf digital-data analysis centers fox ERTS
compatib 1e tapes in individual states and regions,

Training of state : federal, and industry personnel at existing or
Y

developing digital-data analysis centers,

Investment by state and federal regional agencies in processing
and handling systems for ERTS.

C

The flaw of information developed from ERTS data to farmers through
government extension services and through private advisory groups.

State agencies, federal regional agencies, and private enterprises, alI with
Iand, food, and/or fiber missions, are not willing to invest in an experimental 	 _
research system based on satellite data because there is no guarantee of continu-
ity of data flow nor of format of data products. ERTS-1 has. survived for a
much longer period than its one--year design lifetime. Although ERTS-1 is
still vs eful, its performance has degraded significantly in the several years
since it was launched. ERTS-2 was launched in 1975 and is currently in experi-
mental use. ERTS--C is planned for launch within the next several years.
Beyond these ^.mpartant experimental satellites, there zs as yet no plan for an
operational system which should have back--up satellites either in orbit or in
readiness for launch.

The present RFD earth resources satellite program does not provide federal
funding %or development of the digital-data analysis centers needed for training
state, federal regional, and agricultural industry personnel, nor does it provide
seed money fox txai^^ing. In an op^rationa^ program the transfer of technology to
potential users would be expected to receive very high priority in order to
attract investments from state and industry sources and thus to hasten the evolu--
Lion of a fully operational system.
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ELABORATION OF APPLICATIONS ANII BENEFITS

APPLICATIONS BASED ON USER NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS

Needs far agricultural products and forest and range resources to satisfy a
growing population generally have been met throughout history by development of
new lands and technological. advances. To keep up with world population growth
and expanding demands, mankind gill have to depend on continued technological
progress and further development of land resources.

Earth-oriented satellites offer an opportunity to provide potential users
with informative and useful data and facts concerning world agriculture, forest
and range resources. To utilize this information apprapraately, the usex must
have assurance of continuity and reliability of that data. Future research and
systems development should provide capabilities for more frequent coverage,
increased resolution, and better sensor signature identifacataon to assure maxi-
mum user participation.

The usex community may be divided into categories. Each, in some direct or
indirect way, can benefit from satellite-based information. Broadly defined,
the users are: (1} federal, state, and local government agencies in the United
States, {2) foreign governments, (3) international oxganizataons, {4} universi-
ties, and [5) 'che private sector (the industrial community, trade associations,
and individ=^dls}: As applications of earth-oriented satellites develop, many
additional users wall. emerge and further needs tvill certainly evolve.

User needs of the 1975-80 time period are studied for two reasons: (I) By
the late I970's ERTS operational satellite performance evaluation wi11 be avail-
able and {2} there as great need for guiding research and development during this
tame period so that agriculture can achieve maxim^un operational benefits during
the 1980's and beyond.

Applications of data derived from earth-oriented satellites are discussed
in categories related to cultivated craps, to land and water resources, to forest
and range resources, and to other agriculturally oriented areas.

Cultivated Crops

Satellite data on cultivated crops may provide information about

Crop identification and mensuration,

^^^ PAGE	
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Yield prediction,

Crop stresses due to disease, insect infestation, moisture
deficiency or surplus, nutrient deficiencies, and weeds,

Natural [flood, hail, frost, wind, and fire) and man-induced
[herbicide, misuse, etc.) disasters,

Cropland history record (individual fields), and

Crop progress [plant:^ng to harvest) .

The [inited States currently has information systems that provide timely
agricultural £acts, However, systems of this type have not been developed in
much of the rest of the world. Today, countries have Cxop-data systems capabil-
ilities that range from sophisticated -to none. Satellite observations provide
a crap inventory an a uniform global basis. 'The data gathered by eaxth-
oriented satellites can provide broader coverage and be available more a^:tickly
than data now obtained through other means.

A program of cr. •ap-yield prediction saauld combine many factors such as crop
stresses, soil moisture, soil temperature, crop progress, and others. Crop
stress observations still provide the world's users with frequent advance warnings
of unfavorable conditions. Early assessment of crap disasters can offer an
opportunity to take corrective action.

Today ground crop progress assessment :iarma?ly takes. weeks. Crop progress
can be monitored by an earth-oriented satellite to provide to the world a report
comparable to the United States weekly weather-crop report. This program will
monitor land preparation, the speed at which the crops are planted, development
during the season, and finally harvest progress.

Land Resources

Satellite data may be applied to land resources in

Inventory of agricultural land-use,

Surveys of land-use capability,

Soil productivity ratings [vegetative cover),

Sail mapping,

Identification of special soil problems [e.g., salinity),

Sail-erosion [tva.nd and water) studies,

Soil-moisture measurements,

Identification and measurement of wetlands, and

1]etermination of landform characteristics.

IQ
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Potential applications of satellite data in forest management include

inventories of forest types,

Tnventories of timber volumes by spec

11

With the increasing scarcity . of new land available for agricultural pur-
poses, the world must use the land xesources that are available much more effi-
ciently. An inventory of agricultural. and wild land characteristics is needed to
ascertain what land resources axe currently available in the world. This would
set the stage for land. use capability surveys and pxoductivity ratings. Many
areas {in particular remote wild land regions) lack soil mapping and this can be
done satisfactcirily by satellite`. Special soa.l problems resulting from irrigating
or cultivating lands can be studied. Soil erosion has a major impact on agricul-
ture as was experienced in the "Austbowl^' of the 1930's. Erosion also is experi-
enced when heavy rains occux. Soil moisture and temperature can have major
effects on crop yield. Inventory and characterization of agricultural wetlands
will prove beneficial as available lands decrease. Knowledge of landform and
soil characteristics will enable better management decisions to be made on wild
lands and on cultivated lands by providing accurate information concerning site
potential for production and, use.

Water Resources

Satellite data may be applied to water resources in

Inventories of surface and grazuid water, 	 _

Predicting watex available from snav:pack and runoff,

^3onitoring irrigation,

Identification of potential irrigable areas,

Identification of drainage patte^•ns,

Evaluation of water-conservation practices, and

Monitoring water pollution.

These applications play a primary role in the management of areas that
depend on irrigation or in climatic regions that xeceive heavy amounts of rain-

'	 fa11 and have drainage problems. Water pollution as it relates to soil erosion
^`	 and to agricultural operations requires monitoring. Prediction of water runoff

from mountainous snosvpack zones would generate significant benefits to both wild

r
.and managers and the ultimate hater user.

!'	 Forest Management



Monitoring harvest activities,

Monitoring responses to silvicultuxal practices,

Inventories of logging residues,

Identification and monitoring of clear--cut areas,

Evaluation of forest stresses from insects, diseases, air
pollution, and wind throw, and

Prediction and detection of forest-fire damage.

The forest information system currently operational within the llnited States
provides, from a number of sources, basic data pertinent to timber inventories
and forest site characteristics. 'These data are expensive to collect and, in
some cases, exhibit major deficiencies in accuracy. Qn a global basis these data
problems expand since many nations have few, if any, forest--related data banks.
The developing nations of Latin America, Africa, and Asia need this information
to begin efficient management of their forest resources to meet growing world
demands.

There axe widespread opportunities far the application of satellite data
concerning forests in supplementing current information in the United States and
in initiating fundamental inventory programs in developing countries. The capa--
bility to use particular data is now the only major difference between forest
users in the United States and in other countries of the world.

In classifying wild lands, user needs begin with data requirements fax major
type classifications such as forests, grasslands, marshlands, rocky barrens, etc.
These delineations are of major value currently in charting remote regions of
the United States and unmapped areas of foreign countries. Expanding these cateW
gories gives the next subdivision involving detailed categorizations based on
soil, landform, and species. This subclassification is of major importance to
forest-management planning. Accurate satellite data concerning these classifica-
tion. attributes will provide criteria for the selection of forest resource
management units. 'These units furnish the basis fox multi-resource management
including forest recreation and wild life habitat as well as timber production.

Although same of the data collected far wild Land classification are use-
ful in tim7^er inventory, fu.•ther satellite information will be required on a con-
tinuing basis to fulfill this forest-user need. Inventories by species and by
size will require annual to triennial data to determine timber volumes, growth,
removals, and mortality. 'These data are necessary fox forecasting timber trends
and fox developing sustained-yield long-range programs an a national, regional,
or local basis.

Applications other than basic inventory and classification may require more
frequent satellite_observation and data acquisit;.on. Fox example, detection of
stresses on forest vegetation prior to the epidFmic stage will be extremely
valuable in permitting remedial action to be initiated before molar damage can
occur. Satellite identification of the extent of stress and damage tti^ill aid in
expediting appror^-^.ate ground operations.

Forecasting of t,reathex conducive to fires and detection of fires offer a
signifier,^lt application of satellite znformata.an in a real-time mode.
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This includes prediction and detection o£ cloud-to-ground lightning contacts
and the recording of meteorological and surface date necessary to fire forecast-
ing and planning fox fire suppression. ^9hen fires occur, the extent of damage
can also be evaluated Quickly.

Monitoring of activities such as harvesting progress (area logged and road
construction), responses to silvicultuxal practices [thinning and fertilization),
and :^eiorestation success [numbers and vigor) car all be done through timely
satellite data on timber volumes, areas., and quality. This information is most
valuable for remote and relatively inaccessible Forest areas so often found in
the western United States and in developing countries.

Inventories of locally available logg^.ng residues axe becoming increasingly
important to the timber industry. Little information is available concerning
the amount, size, and. quality of these residues no ►,r in the Meld. Satellite
data concerning this source of wood raw material will supplement other informa-
tion for increased utilization o£ the timber product.

Range Management

Potential. applications of satellite data in range managment include

Vegetative mapping,

Identification of rangeland uses,

Estimation of forage production (carrying capacity),

Monitoring the effects of range fires,

Mo;^itoring encroachment of undesirable vegetation, and

Monitoring livPstoc:^-water development.

Proper managements of: rangelands is needed to supply maximum forage produc-
tion for livestock and wildlife. Management planning is complicated, however,
because the users of the lands are varied and because much of the rangelands of
the world is extrarnely inaccessible. Ranges in some localities serve as recrea-
tional areas. Still others are located in regions which are rich in minerals
and energy resources such as coal, oil shale, oil. and gas deposits, and
geothermal resources.

Earth-oriented satellites can be utilized to monitor ranges and to study
conditions and vegetat^.on characteristics. Using data from satellites, the
impact of disease and insect damage can be assessed and proper action taken.
The energy demands of the world must be weighed against other activities for
tivhich range lands can. be used. The response to warningG of fare conditions
can be observed and burnt areas studied fox man^^gement decisions. Fixe-
dangex rating is currently obtained daily throughout the growing season using
ground-based observation methods. In the future this information may be
obtainable from a satellite system but the procedure will become operational
only of justified by COSt and efficiency.
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Other Agriculturally Oriented Applications

Satellite data may be used in such other agriculturally oriented applications
as

General vegetative surveys,

Identification of locations far roads, railroads, navigable
streams, villages, etc., in developing nations, and

Surveys of population density in developing nations.

General vegetative surveys on a global basis; wi11 increase in importance
with the passage of time. Areas of the world which are developing but to which
access is still limited need to be surveyed and chaxactexized.

Summary of Anticipated Applications

Table T (page 16} summarizes anticipated applications of satellite data to
agriculture, forestry, and range management in the two time frames of 1975-80
and from 1981 to the future. The resolution required to give the accuracy needed
and the required frequency of observation are shacm in the table.

The information derived from satellite observations will be utilized on an
ascending scale fxa;n local. (individual farm for cxopland history or small area
fax inventory of forest-livestock-water developments) to national and global
{vegetative inventory, cxap stress, etc.). The need fox global coverage can be
foreseen for all these potential applications. 14hile a sophisticated ground-
based :information collection system exists in the United States, ground--based
data collection systems are much less effective ax even non-existent in other
countries. The urgent need, then, is far a gZobaZ inventory system.

Information systems in the t3nited States for forest and range resources axe
not as complete as for cultivated crops and, therefore, preliminary efforts need
to be concentrated on surveys of the United States.

The required frequency of observation ranges from daily (fire-danger rating)
to weekly (sail erasion and crop stress} to once every five years (broad inven-
tory of forest types}.

Mast cultivated crops develop from planting to harvest within a period of
four months, During that four month period, weekly observations for stress are
needed. These observations must be made on a global scale. If we take corn as
a specific example, the development period in the United States is about from
May 15 to September lS. In Argentina the period is about from November 15 to
March 15. To determine when and where the satellite should observe cxap stress,
an independent study for each crop is requixec?, 14ith global information on crop
stress, it would become possible to better assure a stable world food supply by
taking into consideration, in planting, thr^ quantity and condition of craps in
regions cohere they develop during different parts of the year.

For all applications which require frequent updating (1 to 3 weeks), delivery
of data to the user is desirable within 7^ hours and mandatory within 5 days
after acquisition. Applications that require comparisons of data Exam different.
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*A pixel [picture element] is the small
a satellite-derived image of the suxfa

.^
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satellite passes avex the same area also require radiometric and geometric cor-
rection so That a mpoxal overlay can be made, matching pixels* exactly, £ax 	 _
change detection.
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Resolution Required Frequency of
Time .Frame / Status Type of Application	 [in meters)	 Obseryatioai Required

CULTIVATED CROPS

1975-80	 Operational Cropland inventory (Large 5cale J 8a Monthly

Crap stress (nota identifiable) 80 SVeeItly

Crap disaster (now identifiable) 8Q Weekly

Crap progress (planting to harvest} 80 tiVeekly

1975--80	 RFD Cxop stress [not now identifiable)

Crop disaster (not na^v identifiable)

Crop--yield forecast

Cropland history record (small scale}

1981 on	 Operational Cropland inventory (large scale} 30 Monthly

Crop stress a0 (l0 m desirable} Weekly

Crop d-^saster 3Q (l0 n^ desirable) Weekly

Crop progress	 (planting to harvest] 30 ZVeer:ly

Grop-yield forecast 30 IVeelcly

Cropland history record (small scale] lQ Annually

198E on	 ItF^D Continued increase in accuracy of crop-
yield forecasts and crop-stress factors
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LAND RESOURCES

1975--80	 Operational	 Agxicultural land use inventory $Q Annually

Soil mapping 80 Every 5 years

Soil erosion studies 8a Weekly

4Vetlands inventory 80 Annually

1975-80	 RED	 Land-use capability survey `

Soil productivity xating ,--

Soil maiGr^arP measurement

Soil temperature measurement
;9

r-+ 3i

Identification of special soil pxoblems

Determination of landfarm characteristics

1981, on	 Operational	 Agricultuxal land use inventory ^0 Annually

Soil mapping ^0 Every 5 yeaxs

Sail. erosion studies 3a iVeekly



Resolution Required Frequency of

Time ;Frame /Status Type of Application	 [in meters). OliserVation ^tequa;xed:.

I^ANb RESOLtRCES (continued}

181 -an 	 Opex^tional Soil maistuxe measurement 30 i'^eeicly

Soil temperature .measurement 34 1Veeiely

T.dentifi^ation of special sail problems 10
:,

Annually	 ^L

Determination of landform

'^.

`-
^`

charaetexistics 30 Evexy 5 years r=te

^	 1981,-on	 RFD Continued increase in accuracy of €
operational applications f

w
WATER RESOt3RCES

1975--80	 Operational Inventories of surface and ground

'r"
water [over.,2 acres) 80 Monfihly

Ava^labi^ity of water (snat+rpack anti
runflff.} 80 SYeekly

^tan^,toring of irrigation $0 1Yeekly

Tdentificatian of dxainage patterns 80 Annually

j Nfontorxng of water pollution
I: [reservoirs of o^ex 10 acres) 80 Monthly,

I975-^80	 RED Identification of potential irrigable

E

acres	 - I

Evaluation of crater conservation pxactices

f
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1981. on Qperational 	 Inventories of .surface and. ground lvacer
(aver 2 acres).	 3D	 Monthly	

i

Availability of water [snotiapa^^: and
runoff)
	

30	 tiYe^k^:y

blonitoxng of irr^.gation
	

3 a	 i^f eekly

Tdenti^ication: of drainage pat^erns
	

3Q	 Annually

Monitoring of water pollution
	

30	 Monthly

Ider►tifcata.on^ of potential irrigable.
ages
	

30 (.l0 m desirable) Annually

Evaluation o£ water aonsexvation
practices
	

l0
	

Annually

Continued a:ncrease . in accuxacy of
operati.or►al applications

FOREST MANAGEMENT

-Broad inventar.ies of forest types
.(over 4-D acres)

Evaluation of forest stress and
damage (over ^-U acres)

Inventory of forest--fire uamage
(aver 4Q acres)

Identification-and monitoring of

1981 on RED

1975-8{3 Qperational

i

clear-cut acres	 80	 Annually .

(contir!.ued)

- TABLE I APPLICATION OF SATELLITE DATA TO AGRICULTURE, FOREST Ai^iI} RANL^E MANAGEMENT
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Evaluation and verification o£ spectral
signatures of various tzmher species
throughout the world, to permit futaxe
qualitative and quantitative estimation
o£ timber vplumes and growth

Study o£ site characterization to
determine site potentia]. for all wild-
land products

Tdenti£ication and monitoring o£ energy-
rel.ated and recreational activities

Td.en^Cification and monitoring o£ energy-
related and recreational. aetivi^ies 34

Identification o£ species l0 0^ less

Inventory and classification to include
ta.mber volumes by species and by size l4 to 24

Early detecta.on and quantitative es^i-
tnatibn of losses due #:o damage and
disease l0

ivionitorzng of various timber--harvesting,
practices, including selection o£.
1Vgging,stes l0 to 20

^i

k.
r

i .-

Predictions of .fire: danger rating 	 34

1975-84	 RFI}

r	 ^

E^
1981^r^n Operational



1981 on Operational	 Monitoring of various silvi-
cultural practices	 30	 Every 5 years

Inventory of logging residues	 30	 Annually

Estimation of site potential for
various wild land outputs	 30	 Every l0 years

1981 on RED

	

	 Development of interpretation
techniques and equipment to attain
95% accuracy in operational applications

RANGE NIANAGENIENIT

1975-80	 Operational	 Vegetative mapping (over ^fl acres] 8fl Every 5 years

^'`	 Monitoring changes in uses of
rangelands 8fl Annually

Mapping extent of range fires 80 Monthly

Identification and monitoring of,:
range-improvement practices {paint

tr
facility or area ovex 2 acres] 8fl Annually

1975-8Q	 RFD	 Extensive evaluation of spectxal r-----.-
signatures associated with phenologic

t" progression of range vegetation to
permit future qualitative estimation
of forage production, range condition,

^'^ range readiness, and fire danger

Tdentificat^Un and monitoring o£ enexgy-
^` related and recreational activities
E , {continued]
^=^.
^,' TABLE I	 APPLICATION OF SATELLITE DATA TO AGRTCULTEIRE, FOREST AND RANGE NEANAGENIENT 	 _..
t:^
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Inventory of livestock water
developments	 lq	 Quarterly

Identification and monitoring of
major encroachments of undesirable
vegetative species	 l0	 Monthly

Identification and monitoring of energy-
related and recreational activities 	 30	 Weekly

Improvement in analysis techniques and
E:{uipment to attain 95% accuracy in
operational applications

RED

'"

Resolution Required	 Frequency of

Time / Status	 T e of A Iicatinn	 (in meters]	 Qbsexvation Re wired

RANGE MANAGEMENT (continued)

1975-80 RED

1981 on Operational

Identification and monitoring of range-
improvement practices

Estimation of forage production 	 20 to 30	 Monthly

Evaluation o£ range conditions and
state of range readiness	 20 to 3Q	 ^Veekly

Prediction of fire-danger rating 	 To be determined	 Daily



BENEFITS

Multipurpose Nature of Space Systems

Space systems are usually multipurpose in character. A single system has
the capacity to provide information which will be of value to a wide spectrum
of users. This is particularly true of earth-oriented satellites. The system
capabilities of ERTS, for example, have specific values in agriculture, forest
and range management and research as well as in other sectors concerned with
earth resources and problems related to their production, processing, and marketing.

This multi-user benefit aspect of the empl^7yment of space systems makes the
estimation of "aggregate benefits" very difficult. In mast cases, however, major
and primary benefits can be identified and measured far mast of the uses. If
the total value of these identified major benefits leads to a favorable cost-
benefit ratio far the space system being analyzed, then the system can be justi-
fied on the basis of these benefits alone. The knowledge that other beneficial
uses have been identified but not quantified provides additional support for the
justification of system operation.

As an alternative to justifying the use of space systems by aggregating
benefits, efforts can be made to allocate total program costs among potential
users. However, such efforts are almost prohibitively complex, especially since
most of the programs involved are stir. primarily in a research and development
stage. Under these circumstances, neither the total user population nor the
relative employment o£ space systems by specific users can be determined at this
time.

General Benefits

In general, acquiring and using data from space systems can benefit users
in three wajrs

Improvements in reliability, detail, and frequency of the
information required by specified users,

Reduction in costs associated with providing information
currently available from other sources, and

Increased capabilities to provide information which is needed
but currently unavailable from existing sources.

The me^s^^zrement of these benefits poses many complex and abstract problems.
Informat^T^n is not a "hard" product and its value is often dependent on the user's
ability to interpret and use the data available to him. It becomes a decision
fool which, ix rightly interpreted, can produce a return but, if misused, can
result in a loss. However, it generally can be assumed that better decisions
can be made with more complete information.
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Genera]. benefits, furthermore, may be either economic or social. If
a monetary value can be assigned to asocial benefit, it becomes, in effect,
an economic benefit. Even where a monetary value cannot be assigned, it is
passible to identify social benefits, to rank them in relation to their
social importance, and to develop subjective rating schedules from which
they can be assigned quantitative "rank-order" scores. Combinations of
^^ocial benefits can then be scared and used as supplements to quantitative
estimates in order to determine economic-social priorities as inputs to
decision making.

Users and Specific Benefits

Benefits derived from the application of space systems to the problems of
agriculture, forest, and range management are specifically related in t'^: pre-
sent study to information derived from satellite data. Such benefits are based
on the capability of the satellite system to serve the needs of specific segments
of the user communities. The benefit stream extends all the way from the basic
source of the raw material to the ultimate consumer. Benefits may accrue in
supply, marketing, storage, transportation, service, and processing operations,
all vitally affected by changes in production and distribution. Because of the
competitive nature of the industries involved, however, the major ultimate bene-
ficiary will be the consumer.

There is a growing complex: of local, state, regional, national, and inter-
national governmental and quasi-governmental organizations involved in servicing,
regulating, financing, and monitoring agricultural, forest and range resources.
Satellite de.ta can be of majoy^^►aloe to agricultural research artd extension
services throughout the world. Renewed and increasing concerns relative to
global food and fiber needs bring in other national and international interests
who can use the data to identify and predict emerging fat^ine or shortage situa-
tions and thus design and operate relief programs.

The United States has a relatively sophisticated System far collecting,
analyzing, and disseminating agricultural., forest and range management informa-
tion. These activities fall within the responsibilities of a variety of
federal and state agencies which would be major potential users of information
derived from satellite data. At the federal level. the principal user agencies
will. include the USDA, the USDI, and the Army Corps of Engineers, In addition,
information derived from the satellite data may be expected to be of benefit to
other agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the National
Commission on Water Quality, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Federal. Energy
Administxatinn, the Agency for International Development, the Bureau of the
Census, and others. At the state level, primary users will include departments
of agriculture and natural resources, federal and state crop and livestock
reporting services, land-use planning agencies, universities, and agricultural
experiment stations and extension services.

These federal, and state agencies have an interest in the various types of
information on agricultural., forest, and range resources which can be obtained
from satellite data. However, use of such information will depend on their
acceptance of the ability of the satellites to provide required data at a lower
cost, in a shorter time, and with a higher degree of accuracy than is possible
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through data-collecting methods now in use. Initially, the agencies will become
involved on an experimental basis, It is important to recognize that they will
be reluctant to abandon current data-collection systems until they can be assured
that the satellites are established an an operational basis and can supply data
with guaranteed continuity at acceptable levels o£ resolution, accuracy, and
frequency. However, major benefits can result from use of the satellites on an
experimental basis and, where applicable, as a means of providing objective
checks on dat^ developed by other means.

pne of the major improvements to be expected from use a£ ERTS data by
federal and state agencies is the "common data base" characteristic it provides.
Currently the factual data exchanged between agencies frequently requires many
man-days -- ar even man-weeks --- to extract the information needed because of the
diversity among agencies in haw they classify and measure similar or identical
land resources. The saving in man-hours to be gained from this common use of
classified ERTS picture elements by all agencies will likely be sufficient to
assure cost effectiveness of the ERTS system at the state level.

Economic benefits from the applications of satellite data can be either
direct or indirect. Direct benefits result where documented reductions in costs
can be Shawn for satellite information equal in quality to similar information
obtained from ground observations or from conventional aircraft. A potential
saving in the survey of range resources by satellite rather than by conventional
methods represents a goad example. In some situations, more timely or more com-
plete information regarding production and harvesting of grains will permit more
effective p^,anning of merchandising, storage, and transportation and should lead
to an attendant reduction in the cost of performing these functions. Timely
information an projected weather conditions, soil moisture, or the spread of	 _,
plant diseases and insect infestations can enable producers to take corrective
actions to increase yields of affected craps. These yield increases can be trans-
lated into increased earnings, provided that simplifying assumptions are made
about the pxoportian of all producers who receive and act on the information.
.^ndireet benefits pose more complex measurement problems. Examples of indirect
benefits which may be real but difficult to measure are

Effects on consumer prices of applications that reduce production
and/or marketing casts,

Secondary multipliF^r effects resulting from increased agricultural
incomes,

Savings to user agencies which could result Pram the adoption of a
common data base, and

Reduction of marketing and processing margins as a result of
reductions in risk and uncertainty, made possible through better
or more timely information.

Although quantification of indirect benefits is difficult, examples of success 	 `'
do exist in agriculture as the results of studies made on price elasticity,
income multiplier effects, and the costs of risk and uncertainty in production	 ,_
and marketing.
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A few examples o£ social benefits that may result from applications of
satellite data to agriculturally related pxoblems include

Opportunities fox increasing general and technical educational
levels in rural areas; this social benefit could be quantified by
cast comparisons with requirements of providing such services
through conventional systems,

Tncreasing consumer awareness of emerging agriculture developments
that affect potential supplies and prices of foods throughout the
world,

Monitoring actual and potential development of agricultural areas
as related to population distribution or rural--urban migration
patterns,

Aetermining impacts of agricultural developments, particularly
in developing nations, as they may relate to political-military
situations in these nations, and

Relating agricultural developments to nutritional and health
status of population.

E^;a.sting and potential benefits of applying satellite data to agriculture,
forest, and range management are shown in Table TT {page 28). Principal benefits
are classified in terms of the type of technical benefit {increased geographic
coverage, detail, reliability, or frequency) and in terms of the type of economic
benefit {cost-reduction or income increasing opportunity) which each application
permits. A rough estimate is made of the potential relative dollar value benefits
which may result. The dollar values shown are relative only and are intended to
place the potential benefits in perspective according to how widespread their
applicability, that is, in terms of local, regional, and national or international
scope of application, As may be noted in Table IT, most of the economic benefits
are related to cost reductions. These reductions would result from the use of
satellite data to develop information that would otherwise be obtained from
ground observations or from conventional aircraft. intimate benefits from more
effective or efficient production, marketing, distribution, etc., that may have
resulted from use of satellite data have not been quantified. A logical claim
for additional benefits can be made in instances where satellites represent the
only available means of acquiring information which will permit better management
or production.

Specific benefits that are particularly sif;nificant may be summarized as

increased reliability of acreage and yield estimates of major
craps {e.g.,wheat); increased detail on extent of soil erasion
in specified areas; and increased frequency of monitoring range-
land conditions {e.g., forage production),

Reductions in costs associated with obtaining information on
planted acreage of crops throughout the world, in performing
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inventories of agricultural land use, and in monitoring progress
o£ cxap diseases (e.g. , corn-blight watch and of insect infes^^.a--
tions (e.g., grasshappexsj, and

Increased capabilities to provide infoxmation, curren^iy unavail-
able Exam existing sources, that makes possible, for example,
acreage and yield ^;stimates of wheat in the U . S.S.R. or China
and identification of areas subject to cultivation in western
Sudan,
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Potential Relative Dollar-Value
Benefit by Area o£ Application*

I^ationai or
Application Technical Benefit Economic Benefit Local Regional International

CULTIVATED CROPS

Crop ivantification Increased frequency, 	 ^ Reduced cost;
and mensuration reliability, and increased return

geographic coverage l*'" Z 2,3

Yield prediction Increased reliability Increased return
and geographic coverage Z 2 3

Crop stress identifi- Increased geographic Reduced cost;
cation coverage increased return Z 2 3

^	 Disaster (flood, hail, Increased geographic Reduced cost
wind, fire, etc.) coverage
determination Z 3

Cropland history Increased reliability Increased return
record (individual and detail
fields} 1

Crop progress Increased reliability Increased return
and detail 1 2 2

LAND RESOURCES

Agriculture land	 Increased geographic	 Reduced cost
	

Z	 Z,3
use inventory	 coverage

Land use capability	 Increased geographic 	 Reduced cost
	

2	 2,3

survey	 coverage

^ysi^
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Reduced cast

Reduced cost

Soil productivity
ratings {vegetative
cover)

Soil mapping

Sail, erasion studies

Identification of
special soil problems
{e.g., salinity)

Soil moisture
measurement

Soil tempexature
measurement

Identification and
measurement a£
^retlands

Determination of
landform charac-
teristics

Increased geogxaphic
coverage and
reliability

Increased geographic
coverage

Increased detail and
reliability

Increased reliability,
geographic coverage
and detail

increased detail and
geographic coverage

increased geographic
coverage

Increased reliability

Increased geogxaphic
coverage

1
	

2	 2,3

1
	

2	 3

2
	

2	 3

1

1
	

2

1
	

2

1
	

1

1	 1
	

2

{continued}

Reduced cost

Reduced cost

Reduced cost

Reduced cost

Reduced cost

Reduced cast

*- -Local designates up to one county in area; R^gionaZ, multi county or multi--state;

Natiot2aZ or Inte^mationaZ, nation, multi-nation ar world.

'^`	 x* 1 designates less than $1 million; 2, $1 million to $10 million; 3, mare than $10 m111ion
i

IA

^:	 TABi.E II SPECIFIC BENEFITS FROM APPLICATION OF SATELLTTE DATA TO AGRICULTE3RE, FOREST AND RANGE MANAGE[^IENT 	 r___



Potential Relative Dollar-Value
Benefit b^ Area o£ Application

National or
Application Technical Benefit EGOnO1il].0 Benefit LOCaI	 Regional International

tidATER RESOURCES

Surface and ground Increased geographic Reduced cost -----°-
water inventories 	 ^

(

covexage and detail 2 2,s

Water availability Increased reliability, Reduced cost
prediction detail, and geographic

covexage 1 2

Monitoring of Increased detail Reduced cost

irrigation i 2

o	 Identification o£ Increased geographic Reduced cost
potentially irrigable coverage
areas I 2

Evaluation of Increased detail and Reduced cost
drainage patterns geographic coverage I 2

Evalu^;.ic;. of tivater increased detail and Reduced cast
conservation geographic coverage
practices i 2

l^tonitoring of water Increased detail and ^ Reduced Gost l,2 2

pollution reliability

FOREST AiANAGEltEN'T

Forest type Increased geographic Reduced cost
inventory covexage, detail and

reliability I 2 2

..
,..	 ^	 ,
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Monitoring of
harvests

Evaluation of stress
and damage

Timber inventory by
volume

Estimation of site
potential

Nlanitoring of silvi-
culturai practices

Increased geographic Reduced cast
coverage, detail and
frequency

Increased frequency, Reduced cost;
detail and geographic increase3 return
coverage

Increased geographic Reduced cost
coverage, detail and
frequency

Increased detail and Reduced cast;
geographic coverage increased return

Increased geographic Reduced cast;
coverage and detail increased return

i

1	 2

1	 2	 2

i
	

2

1

^'`	 RANGE MANAGEh'IENT

Vegetative mapping

estimation of
forage production

Evaluation o£
range readiness

l^zcreased reliability
and geographic coverage

Increased frequency and 'I
geographic coverage	 ^,

Increased reliability

Reduced cost

Reduced cost

Reduced cast;
increased return

1	 2

1	 2

1

Encroach^nent by	 Increased frequency,	 Reduced cost
undesirable plants	 detail and geographic

coverage	 1,2	 2

Estimation of range	 increased geographic	 Reduced cast
firQ damage	 coverage and detail	 1

[continued)

TABLE II SPECIFIC BENEFITS FROM APPLICATION OF SATELLITE pATA TO AGRICULTiIRE, FOREST AND RANGE MANAGEMENT



Potential Relative 1_ivl].ar--Value
Benefit by Area of Application

National or -'
A^licatian Technical Benefit l;conomic Benefit Taocal Regional Internat^.onal

[tANGE MANAG);ME^€T (continued)

A^ionitoxing of range Increased geographic Reduced cost
improvement practices coverage and

reliability 1 1

Monitoring of small- Increased geographic Reduced cost
scale water coverage, detail, and
development reliability 1 1

Prediction of fire Increased reliability, Reduced cost
danger rating frequency and coverage l 2 3

w
^'	 Identification of Increased detail and Reduced cost

energy-related geographic coverage
activities
	

1	 1

Identification of
	

Increased geographic
	

Reduced cost
recreational
	

coverage
activz-ties
	

1
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AcTra^s R^coNif^^HnEr, ^aR AP^^rcATTa^s nEVE.^.o^M^NT

GOALS OF GLOBAL--SYSTE^4 CONCEPT

The massive demands Lahich L,rill be placed on the world's agricultural, forest,
and range resources during the closing decades of the twentieth century require
a s}*stem that can provide essential, timely information to make passible rational
exploitation and managemen^. of these resources. iYithout the needed information
man Loin be hard pressed to meet, on a global basis, his food, clothing, and
housing needs in the years ahead. Users of information related to these resources
Lvill derive untold benefits from a system Lohich can provide current data about
vegetative, ].and, and tvater resources on local, regional, national, and global
scales. It is important that the system provide the capability to relate, over-

_	 lay, and/ox combine information on these three resources. All information should
f1oLV freely Loithaut ma.litary considerata.ons and should be accessible in us-able
form to any user anytiohexe in the Lanrld.

Aa.ta from the system will be of such value nn a global scale that there
should be a world center, secure against any possible loss nr deterioration, for
processing and storing earth resources data. Storage of all data from a global
information system is impracticable, Careful attention must be given to the
development of techniques far rat^:onal selection of data to be stared and data
to be discarded. A select committee should be established to consider this
pxab IEm.

Goals of this global-system concept, ^vhich ought to be achieved in the
1955--90 period, are presented separately for the three resources.

Vegetative Resources

A system is required Lahich can provide current (updated weekly inventories
and prea.:cted yields for all major crops in the Laorld. information on the loca^
tion, areal extent,. and severit3 of vegetative stress caused by drought, disease,
insects, weeds, excess moisture, mechanical damage, and fire should be available
for crop, forest, and range resources. The condition az^d progress of seeding,
crop developments, and harvesting also should Ue --___^y_^
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Hand Resources

A system is requi rred which can provide a current inventory of land use,
:including location and areal extent of cultivated lands, forested areas, and
rangelands. Current information (updated semiannually] on changes in use is
required far rational management of these lands. 'The system must be able to
survey, map, and monitor conditions that cause deterioration of land use capabil-
ity and sail. productivity. 'These conditions include wind and.tvater erosion,
inadPC{uate drainage, mec} ►arsical damage, and salt accumulations.

Water iesources

The usex community requires a system t^illiCh can provide current infoxmatian
(updates: weekly] on available or potential)}^ available moisture. This should
include p^^ailable sail moisture; amount and distribution of recent precipitation;
deviation from normal peecipitatian; amount and location of stared surface water;
location, amount., and accessibility of ground water; and transpiration losses. It
is also important to have iilfoxmation on the areal extent of inundated lands and
on the rate of subsidence of flood tvaters.

,^

HO{V DO 11`E GET THERE?

If an effective global system to provide information on agricultural, fn rest,
and range resources is to be achieved within the next 15 years, a.log^.cal and
rational research and development program must be continued without interruption.
There must be continued planning for and implementation of a continuous floi+r of
satellite data on these earth resources. Strong emphasis and support must be
given to research tahich wi11. provide amore complete understanding of (1] the
reflective and emissive properties of biologic mater3.als and earth resources,
{2] the effects of external factors on the reflectance anal emittance from earth.
surface features, (3] the use of temporal data to identify and characterize
features of interest, and [4] data gathexirig, processing, analysis; and dissemna-
tian. Increased communication and interaction must occur between the community
engaged in remote-sensz.ng research and: the user co>flmunity. Apprt^pxiate Aducational
programs must be set in motion to implement the transfer of technology to the
user. These should begin in the early grades of primary school. 1Vorkable:insti-
tutional arrangements which provide timely acquisition, processing, analysis, and
interpretation of usaale-data to all potential users- anywhere in - the cvo,ld must
be established. ^lde.quate funding must be provided for all segments that are
essential to the develdptnent of the complete global infori^atisin system: At the
earliest passible time, operat^.onal use of this system should be demonstrateel
and implemented. Only - then can credible and quantifiable benef-its be determined.

'':. i,`;
i

'^'

Global it^eat Inventory	 f

A growing body of evidence from the results of the ERTS ea^perrinents suggests
that data from these satell^.tes can be used;. togetfiez teitli..supp.lemental ground- .
observation data, to prepare a global t+lheat in r̂eritory. Ta this encl, are exper^:ment 	 ^
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is being planned to evaluate the feasibility of using computer-assisted analysis
of data from ERTS to identify, survey, and measure the areal extent of wheat
in eight major production areas of the world. Participants in this experiment
include federal agencios (USDA, NASA, NOAA) and sta'l'e and private research
institutions.

Results of this quasi-operational experiment should provide valuable experi-
ence and clues for ^,:he planning, design, and implementation of future operational
remote sensing systems. This experiment should also be useful in evolving work-
able and effective institutional arrangements for carrying to completion a global
task that involves close interagency and inter-institutional cooperation across
a broad array of disciplines. Invaluable data will be generated for conducting
cost and benefit studies. Successful demonstration that a global wheat inventory
can be made with present technology will be an important advance toward the
recommended complete and operational global information system.

Technolog^r Transfer

Although the ^.RTS experiments have provided great impetus to techniques
using digital--data anti computer-assisted analysis, at present only a small pxo-
poxtion of the potential-user community has ready access to computer hardware
and software and the technical background to make effective use of this new
technology. The volume of earth-resources data to be generated by future infor-
mation systoms grill require the use of computer-assisted analysis. If maximum
benefit is to be obtained from these systems, an effective educational program
at the national level, and/ar other appropriate levels, mus: be implemented to
produce an adequate number of trained technicians to service; the needs of agri-
culture, forestry, and range management. Abroad array of training is needed.
Some users will require very little training for interpreting imagery or tabular
data. from small areas. At the apposite extreme will be the users of data from
large geographical ox global areas for whom the mast sophisticated hardware and
software are required in the analysis, intexpxetatian, and utilization of data.
Provision must be made for the transfer of needed technology to users at all
levels.

During the next few years pate,^tial user agencies and institutions tvi11 be
well advised to use present training programs and the satellite earth-resources
data now available to prepare technical personnel for the effective use of future
satellite information systems.

Re s earc;z

The electromagnetic spectrur can be as useful for managers of agricultural,
forest, and range resources as historically it has been for the analytical chemist
and :31e astronomer. The EltTS system has proven that it can be usable from space
far d?fferentiating earth surface features. 'Cho chemist and the astronomer have
found new important information as they have improved the resolution of their
spectrometers and explored new bands of the spectrum. Similarly we can expect
new information on terrestrial materials and ecosystems to be forthcoming as we
explore additional spectral bands.
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Research is needed on spectral properties of fields of craps and plant com-
munities in different stages of development, of plants undergoing stress, of
different soils, of soils in varying moisture modes, and of the diverse natural
and cultural scenes encountered in agricultural areas. Further, atmospheric
effects on incoming and outgoing radiation from agricultural scenes are not
fully understood.

A greatly expanded research support base is essential to improve techniques
in data processing and analysis and in pattern recognition. 11ie must increase
our knowledge of current global crop geography, 4Ue must develop a flow of infor-
mation on changes in the production areas of major crops, if cue are to be effec-
tive and efficient in conducting a global crop inventory. Finally, eve must
expand our knowledge of yield prediction models of major crops for this same
purpose.

Zn all the areas mentioned, expanded research support will contribute to
our supply of trained personnel. However, we believe a federal program in
graduate traineeships should be established, Emphasis here might be placed on
training young people who could enter data ..processing and information-
management positions in industry and in state and federal agencies as well as in
educational institutions. An annual support Ievel of $20 million for research
and training is recommended.

Management System

Effective management of the total system will be essential if the proposed
global information system is to meet the operational goals outlined earlier in
this report. While the Panels attention was focused on applying satellite--
derived information to the problems of agriculture, forest, and rangelands, the
proposed system will provide information related to other earth resources.
Accordingly, the Panel considered in some detail a system management cancrpt
tinder tuhich operational goals for a global earth resources information systi.em
can be met and technology can be infused into a multilevel user structure„

The system management concept developed by the Panel is a generalized model.
fine essential feature of this concept is a management element which might take
the form of a quasi--public corporation, somewhat along the Iines of the approach
adopted by the United States to the operational use of satellites for internation-
aI commtanications. Another important feature is the provision far strong inter-
action with users and suppliers, which will permit developing the support which
is necessary if resources adequate to meet priority requirements are to be
allocated.

The concept is discussLd in general terms and described in detail in the
Appendix, The Panel proposes this management concept as one option for an
approach to implementation of a global earth resources information system in the
hope that its merits and its shortcomings will be debated.

Funding

Although it is difficult with present data to document a favorable cost-
benefit ratio for ERTS or for a future operational satellite remote-sensing

:^6
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system, evidence for a cost-effective system continues to evolve from the FRTS
e7cperiments. The Panel on Agriculture, Forest, and Range believes that effective
monitoring and managing o£ world food and £ibex supplies with present inadec{uate
information systems wall be extremely difficult in the years ahead, The Panel
thexe£oxe strongly recommends that sufficient funds be appropriated an a continu-
ing basis to guarantee the development and implementation o£ an operational
satellite global information system dedicated to earth resources, If than goal
is to be accomplished, funds must be made available to provide (].) continuity of
da'ca from s°atellites, (Z) improved xemote -sensing systems, (3) a mare carnplete
understanding of xemote--sensor measurements and the properties of the earth's
featutes being measured, (4) an effective program o£ technalog} r transfer (technol-
ogy infusion), and [5) the establishment of an institutional entity, one option
for which has been suggested in this xepart, to implement and manage an opera-
tional satellite global information systemo
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SIJM^'iARY

Demands for the woxld's agricultural, forest, and range resources in the
closing decades of the twentieth century absolutely require that accuxate and
timely information be available to make possible the xational use of these
resources. 41^ithout such information, mankind will be hard-pressed to meet even
basic needs. The Panel proposes, therefore, that immediate efforts be made to
work toward the development, within the next decade, of a global system that
can provide the needed information. This global system should gather information
from all sources, such as earth-observation satellites, weather satellites,
ground observations, and aircraft flights. Information should flaw freely, be
accessible to any user anywhere in the world, and be available an a selected
(regional) or a total (global) basis. There should be a world storage center
and it should be secure against possible loss and detexiaration of data.

An Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-1} has been in orbit for two
years. P.nalyses in the last i8 months by mare than 3D0 investigatoxs have indi-
cated many possible applications of satellite data in tike "fields of agriculture,
forest and range management, Some of these applications have been verified;
others need reconfirmation or replication under alternative circumstances. Data
fxom ERTS-I----which z.s an experimental satellite--are now available to the public
Exam the Department of the Interior (USDI} at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the
Department of Agriculture (USDA} at Salt Lake City, Utah, and the Department of
Commerce at Suitland, Maryland. A review of the experiments points to attractive
uses in inventorying and monitoring major craps, forests, and rangelands, bath
locally and on a worldwide scale.

The Panel on Agriculture, Forest, anti Range feels that it is -rtcnv time to
implement a satellite remote-sensing global information system to provide earth-
xesources data on an operational basis. The overall system is viewed as includ-
ing the acquisition of satellite data on a continuing basis; coordination with
weather and climate data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA); processing and verifying conversion of the data to useful information;
distribution of the data and/ar information to users, whoever they may be; educa-
tion or training of current and potential users in further processing and in
interpretation of the data; and planning and conducting necessary research and
development programs to meet present and future technological needs of the users.

User needs or requirements bout been identified and/or defined in five
categories for both chart-term (1975- SO) and long-team (from 1981 on) operational
modes. Not only are research and development [RED} gaps identified to meet the
3.ang-term operations, but also continuing R^,D requirements are described.
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These five categories include application to: (1] cultivated craps, as in crop
inventories and yield prediction, {2) land resources, as in land-use and erosion
monitoring, (3) water resources, as in inventories of surface and ground water
and identification o£ drainage patterns, (4] forest management, as in detailed
forest inventories and evaluation of forest stress, and (5) range management, as
in vegetative mapping and estimation of forage production.

Potential benefits from the applications of satellite data to more than
40 identified user requirements in these five areas are discussed in considerable
detail. Dollar values of these direct and indirect benefits are difficult, if
not impassible, to estimate, Nevertheless, it is obvious that significant dollar
benefits cou7.d be attained. Certain benefits apply'to all five areas. These
include: (1] reduced cost of information gathering, (2) improved reliability
of information, (3) mare frequent information, and {4} acquisition of information

`	 otherwise unobtainable.
Such benefits of a satellite-based information system will allow mankind to

make better use of environment and natural resources for survival and for improved
quality of life. Where will be direct benefits to intermediate users all along
the flow of food and fiber from production to consumption, through harvesting,
processing, and transporting to market. The real Eien^^iciary is the ultimate
consumer. It is a basic premise of the free enterprise system that all advan-
tages to intermediate users eventually are passed along through the competitive
system to the consumer.

Gauls of the proposed global-system concept, which should be achieved in the
1985--9© period, are set forth in three areas: {J) vegetative resources, {2) land
resources, and (3) water resources. It is important that the system be capable
of coordinating information in these three areas.

Suggestions axe made fox a possible course of action to achieve the required
global information system within the next 15 years. The global wheat inventory
planned by USDA, NOAA and NASA can serve as a pilaf project. Planning and imple-
mentation of this quasi-operational project should proceed to a fully operational
system. Coordination within and management of the total global system should be
initiated at an early date. The institutional arrangements fax this system need
further careful study. A procedure for educating and training users should be
implemented. Coordinated research and development is vital to the program.
Adequate funding is essential and needs further study.

^fl
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SE^Mh1A^Y OF f2ECOf^1M^i1EDAT I QfdS

The Panel on Agx^zculture, Forest ,, and Range recommends the inituttion now of
steps to estate Zish, r^ithin the next truo decades, a satellite remote-sensing infor--
mation system that can serve ZocaZ to global needs. Specific recommendations are
to

Implement steps to ma^Ce the second ERTS satellite (ERTS-2^ serve
operational functions, e.g., ground-data handling,

Expedite planned global raheat inventory as a pilot pro^jeet,

I^ceelerate basic and applied research to develop technology far
meeting needs of identified users,

Implement a third ERTS (ERTS --C1 with thermal band to assure con-
tinuity of data,

Develop an Earth Observatory Satellite following ERTS-C to satisfy
both operation and RED requirements,

Establish institutional arrangements to implement ar::? manage the
satellite global information system,

Implement education and training of users, and

Initiate plans far cataloging and storing selected earth--resources
data.
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APPE^i^I X

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Effective management of the total system will be essential if the global
information system proposed by the Panel on Agriculture, Forest, and Range is to
meet its operational goals. One caT^cept far a management system, which the Panel
believes would be effective, is discussed herein.

Management of the proposed system ^viil involve three distinct elements:
(1) a user element, which may be a federal, state, or 1oca1 government agency, a
private institution, or an individual corporation, and (2) atechnical-support
element which may be a government agency {NASA, NOl1A, etc.], a consortium of states
and/or state institutions, a university research center, nr a private institution.
These two elements cannot function effectively in isolation so their activities
must be in*egrated by {3) the management element. The management element, supex-
vised by aboard of directors including representatives from technological and
user communities, would be responsible for the efficient and economical devel^p-
ment of diverse applications, coordination of efforts to develop the technology
required, and assurance that alI activities have sufficient financial support.

Early an the development of the system the management element should encour-
age and participate in the design of an overall information system for states and/
or regions of the U.S. whereby the data from ERTS is effectively collated at some
future early date :,rich related demographic, census and economic data for timely
delivery to users.

The key to success in the management of a total system is the relative and
definable role each management element performs in pre-operational and operational
activities, which include:

itequirement definitioFr,

Design specification,

Technology application,

Implementation planning,

Technology transfer and user training.,
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Definition of RFD needs, and

Easic research to optimize system utilization.

S+lithin the context of these activities, the Panel on Agriculture, Forest,
and Range suggests that both operational activities and management functions be
taken into consideration in defining responsibilities far management, user, and
technical-support elements within the overall system,

hlanagement Element

User requirements dictate system development and therefore directly affect
management. However, multi-users applying multidisciplinary approaches to
derive solutions to problems require consistent direction in order to pursue
efficient and economical system development. 'I'he role of the U.S. federal
management element in the development of applications to agriculture, forest, and
range should include the fallow^.ng responsibilities:

Overall coordination of technology applicable to the entire
spectrum of user requirements,

Establishment of a clearing house for available technology
related to data gathering and processing,

Coordination and distribution of available supporting resources
according to the requirements of competing users,

Integration of implementation plans with state and/or regional,
U.S. plan and needs, and international information needs,

Identification and resolution of redundant development and
research efforts,

Prepa^3tion and maintenance of a master plan for application of
space ^echnalogy to current needs and formulation of budget
requirements to support that plan, and

Maintenance of cost factors associated t,tith acquisition, pre-
pracnssing, and initial distribution of remotely sensed data.

These r^;spansibilities should in no way obstruct nor othex^^ise impair appli-
cation of rF^mately sensed data to a user's unique problem nor should they restrict
information products prepared and disseminated as a result of subsequent data
processing.

User Element

As defined here the user may be a governmental agency, local, state ar
federal; an institution; a business; ax individual. Such users perform a
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critical function in the economical management of the proposed total-system con-
cept. The user must assume responsibility for the articulation of data and
system requirements to meet his needs. At the same time, the usex must assist
the management element in maintain^.rfg .En overall applications master plan, in
developing cost factors, and in defining research xequirements, Additionally,
the role of the user in applications development must include the following
responsibilities:

Translation of the initial statement of requirements into a
format suitable for use by a technical-support element,

Implementation planning and product definitions,

Participation with technical-Suppoxt element in definition and
planning of user training required to effect technology transfer,

Coordination with other interested agencies,

Identification of R^,D required to supplement development,

Freparation of strong budgetary justifications, based on user
requirements, in RFD and in operational status, and

Development of cast-budget approach to support: cyclical funding ,.
requirements.

Fn summary, the usex element must function as the management catalyst in
that its aggregate requirements define the responsibilities of the management and
technical-support elements.

Technical-Suppoxt Element

The technical-Suppoxt element £unctions as the "resource arm" of the manage-
,	 meat element and may be brought to bear upon unique user problems or upon overall

system development. The ultimate success of System-management techniques depends
heavily upon the effective utilization of technical resources. These resources
currently and in the foreseeable future consist of government agencies, such as
NASA, NaRA, USDA etc.; university research centers; and private institutions.

The needed technical resources must be recognized, planned for, and funded
in the initial stages of determining and coordinating user requirements. The
planning must extend thro^agP, the development process, implementation phases, and
transfer of technology. Specific functions performed by the technical-support
element in applications development are:

Development of data-acquisition systems to meet user require-
ments,

Performance of RED efforts in support of applications, e,g.,
automatic data-processing techniques, hardware and software
components, and communications,
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Performance o£ basic research to optimize system utilization,
e.g., spectral resolution, spectral properties of materials,
and. microwave techniques,

Preparation o£ funding estimates necessary to support require-
ments defined by the management e^.ement, and

Provision for training and technc;logy transfer.

In the opinion of the Panel, tre management concept described herein draws
its strength £ram its provision for interaction between the users of information,
the suppliers of the technology being applied, and the system management element.
Figure I presents a made. of the management concept which has been discussed
herein.
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